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Jeff Strange Joins FUSE Team
Decision Support Leader Adds All-Star Talent to Team
May 21, 2018, Needham, MA – FUSE Research Network is quite pleased to announce that Jeff Strange
has joined the firm as a Relationship Manager. This addition of Jeff Strange brings the relationship team
to four seasoned professionals and reinforces the commitment FUSE has made to its clients to deliver
tangible guidance that derives from practical, hands-on experience. No other firm serving investment
managers is as well positioned as FUSE to provide personalized advice that improves the productivity of
the overall distribution effort. Jeff Strange’s addition complements a support team that has deep
expertise in issues related to sales, marketing and product management.
Neil Bathon, Managing Partner, FUSE Research Network, commented, “Jeff is an ideal fit for our client
support model given his superior analytical skills, practical experience at Cole Capital and natural client
service mindset.” Bathon added, “FUSE’s position as the leading provider of customized decision support
is enhanced by Jeff’s extensive experience across a wide range of distribution functions and his existing
relationships with many of our clients.”
As Relationship Manager, Jeff Strange will be responsible for expanding client engagement by becoming
an extension of our clients’ decision-making teams. Strange is a research expert with 20 years of industry
experience. “Jeff’s comprehensive knowledge of intermediary markets, as well as his recent subadvisory focus, fulfills our commitment to constantly seek ways to deliver additional value to our
growing client base,” stated Jason Heinhorst, Partner of FUSE Research Network.
“Being a part of the FUSE team is an exciting opportunity,” said Strange. “As a longtime competitor of
FUSE, I have always admired the firm’s unparalleled benchmarking research, willingness to deliver
candid advice and ability to become an integral part of client decision making. I look forward to being
part of such an exceptional team filled with industry veterans.”
Strange joins FUSE after two years as Managing Director of U.S. Research at Strategic Insight. Prior roles
include Director of Research at kasina, Vice President at Cole Capital and Director, Managed Accounts
and Institutional Asset Management Practices at Cerulli Associates. Strange is also a CAIA Charterholder.
About FUSE Research Network LLC
FUSE was launched in 2008 to modernize the research and consulting support delivered to investment
managers. FUSE has helped firms to break away from old line vendors that offer generic reports and
little personalized support to a customized decision support platform in which relationship managers
develop a thorough understanding of each client’s individual needs. Our goal for every client is for FUSE
to become an invaluable business partner through the delivery of highly informed and forward-looking
recommendations that are among the critical inputs our clients need to optimize results.

